Scania Services & Solutions

CONNECTED
UPTIME
SOLUTIONS

Tailored for your operation
Scania’s maintenance plans are tailored to maximise
business efficiency and availability – regardless of
your operational needs.

Vehicle know-how
Well-trained drivers are the single most important
factor in fuel economy, and wear and tear in the
vehicles, as well as road safety.

Real-time data
Using real-time operational data through Connected
Vehicles, maintenance plans are dynamically updated
and customised to fit each vehicle.

Longest possible intervals
Maintenance is scheduled to achieve the longest
possible intervals between workshop visits, tailored
to fit any specific needs you might have.

OPERATING EFFICIENCY
WITH PEACE-OF-MIND

flexible
maintenance

At Scania we work together to make sure that wherever
you are, whatever happens, you can rely on us. We offer a
selection of individually tailored agreements with no lock-in
contracts for truck, bus and engines - as well as trailers so there’s a Scania Support Agreement for every kind of
transport operation.

A truly tailored maintenance programme, Scania maintenance
intervals and service requirements are determined by using
realtime operating data from each vehicle. This means that
instead of service intervals based on set kilometres and standard
predefined service sheets, vehicles are called in for service when
the operating data indicates that maintenance is needed. Then
the vehicles receive exactly the maintenance they need which, in
most cases, delivers increased uptime by spending less time at the
workshop. Scania Flexible Plans take maintenance to an entirely
new level.

Maintenance

The best vehicles deserve the best aftersales care.
We’ve designed our range of Support Agreements to
provide just that. You’ll have quick, easy, and reliable access
to our nationwide dealer network and expertise, as part of
the Scania experience - this means maximum operating
time and the best value for your money. Monthly fees
are agreed up-front allowing yo to control and forecast
accurately expenditure.
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With Scania service agreements already increasing resale values,
being able to produce an Excellent or Elite driver status throughout the
agreement term may see this value enhanced even more.
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Increased Profitability
Maximise your Uptime

Maintenance Agreement makes sure that planned
maintenance keeps your vehicles on the road and increases
your uptime. Our detailed maintenance plans are proactive
and preventative. We make a note of our inspection results,
along with any advice and recommendations, and we’ll
suggest repair dates if necessary.
Maintenance + Preventative Agreement utilises our
agreed and fixed monthly payments, so you can predict
your maintenance costs from start to finish. You can be safe
in the knowledge that you are paying our lowest possible
parts and labour rates, and that your equipment is being
serviced with key components replaced at the correct
intervals, reducing the risk of unplanned downtime.
Maintenance + Driveline Agreement can be tailored to
your individual needs and operating requirements, and
includes preventative maintenance and general wear
and tear or failure of driveline components, as well as
powertrain and transmission. This extended coverage
ensures the running gear remains in prime condition across
the contract period, removing the risk of major powertrain/
driveline failure andthe attendant cost. We also use Scania
Genuine Parts to ensure your vehicle remains 100% Scania.

Repair and Maintenance Agreement is a comprehensive
assurance package with an on-road guarantee, giving you
ultimate peace-of-mind that you are covered wherever your
vehicles are operating. We include 24/7 national roadside
assistance and if required, towing, The comprehensive
cover extends to climate control, cooling systems, steering
and suspension and cab and chassis components. It’s
bumper-to bumper cover for a single monthly, individually
agreed fee that gives you more time to focus on doing what
you do best: running your business.
With Fleet Care you don’t have to worry about managing
the service of your fleet. We’ll take care of everything
from helping you in a few areas to assuming complete
responsibility of repair and maintenance — for a part of
the fleet. Monitoring the conditions of your vehicles on a
daily basis, along with planning and performing the right
activities at the right time, will not only keep your free in top
condition, it will also maximise uptime — making your fleet
as available as possible during business hours. That means
more time spent earning money for you.

With the driver having a major impact on the fuel burn and wear and
tear on the truck, a service agreement with Scania Flexible Plans will
reward a well driven truck with not only an increase in uptime, but a
reduction in monthly service agreement invoices.

CPK (Cents per Kilometre)

Full Coverage

Extended
Driveline
Coverage

Control your costs

Flexible maintenance
sequence

DRIVER SCORE
6.97
<45%
Well Below Average

Flexible Agreements
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Note: 30 individual maintenance modules available.

Optimise
Driver
Coaching

CPK Review

Full Coverage
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Periodic maintenance
sequence

46%

6.45
54%

55%

Below Average

5% rebate of
annual invoice

6.14
70%

71%

Good

85%

>86%

Excellent

Elite

The cents per kilometre (CPK) figures featured above are for illustrative purposes only.
*Periodic maintenance at set intervals is still available to customers or for driving patterns for which this option is most suitable.

Connected Services
Scania Connected Services with the Scania Fleet Management solution helps you identify and focus on key
details needed to increase the productivity and reduce the cost of your fleet.

monitoring package
• Weekly email summaries
covering all your
connected vehicles.
• How each vehicle is
performing at a glance.
• Trends compared to
previous report.

control package
• How each vehicle is
performing at a glance.
• Service Planning and
Defect Reporting.
• Driver Evaluation.
• Vehicle Performance and
Comparison.
• Fuel & Environmental
Reports.

driver services

scania
drives your
profitability

Scania Driver Services provides tailor-made driver
development solutions based on your business needs,
designed to deliver real and sustainable benefits.

driver training
•
•
•
•
•

We build trucks that build businesses. By getting to know
you, we can tailor-make a package of services that can
dramatically increase your profitability.

Vehicle Familiarisation
Efficient and economical driving
Safe driving
Scania Driver Support
Reduce fuel consumption by up to 10%

INCREASE UPTIME BY UP TO

14%

REDUCE FUEL CONSUMPTION
BY UP TO

10%

Optimise
• Consultative analysis of reports for
continuous improvements
• Executive summaries identifying areas
of possible cost savings
• Regular review of trends
• Monthly reports for drivers and
management.
Scania Driver Services
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PARTNERSHIP
The best possible results come through
partnerships rather than off-the-shelf
solutions, and we are committed to this.
FUEL EFFICIENCY
Scania’s New Truck Generation has proven
market-leading fuel consumption.
FLEXIBLE MAINTENANCE
Maximise Uptime and maintain peak condition
through connected trucks.

Ecolution
Title and Content

Title and Content

Title and Content

Ecolution is a tailor-made partnership between your
… and externall
… and…externall
and
yexternall
y
y
business and Scania, with the sole purpose to help your
operation reach its sustainability goals and increase
HOW
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yourHOW
margins.
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FLEET MANAGEMENT SERVICES
Clear and useful information in your hands
so that you can understand how your fleet is
performing and costing you money.

Scania Driver Services
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Scania pursues an active policy of product development and
improvement. For this reason the company reserves the right
to change specifications without prior notice. Furthermore,
due to national or EU legal requirements, some products and
services may not be available in all local markets. For further
information in these respects, please contact your local dealer
or visit www.scania.com.au
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DRIVER TRAINING
Individualised reporting and targeted training
programs extract maximum performance
from your drivers.
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For more information contact your
Scania branch or local dealer.

1300 Scania
(1300 722 042)

